
Cataloging Graphic Novels

Without Fear



We will cover:

• Change in cataloging standard

• Status of One Book, One Bib project and what you can do to help

• Graphic novel cataloging refresher



So, what’s with all this talk of changing how 
we catalog graphic novels?
• Late last year we voted to change the way we handle graphic novel 

series.  

• The old way: if a series did not include a subtitle for each volume, 
every volume in the series would be attached to the same bib record. 

• The new way: no matter what, every volume of a series gets its own 
bib record.  One book, one bib.



How does this change affect existing records in the 
OPAC?

• Short answer:  It doesn’t change a thing unless we do something 
about it.

• Long answer:  It changes everything because we have a plan to 
retrofit those records that is currently underway



What are the numbers? Brace yourself.

• Series which need change:  847

• Items to be transferred: 12,000



Off to a good start . . .

There are 37 series that are broadly held by an average of 15 libraries in 
our consortium.  Of these big series, 18 have been completely done, 
and the rest are underway.  3,992 items will ultimately be transferred 
when the work is done. 

We’ll save you the math . . . this means we’re edging up on transferring 
one-quarter of the items from the grand total!



Bow down for our noble volunteers . . .

From transferring records to – gasp! - road-testing blind cataloging to 
re-cataloging massive series, these people deserve our applause:

• Ellen Conway, Falmouth Public Library

• Joshua Gauthier, Lewiston Public Library

• Josh Tiffany, Gray Public Library

• Cindy Dykes, Walker Public Library

• Nancy O’Toole Meservier, Auburn Public Library

• Denise Menard, Scarborough Public Library



We know you’re eager to help. What can you do to 
help us finish this project?

• Follow the new policy, starting today! 

• Transfer your items.

• Records are in the process of transitioning to the new standard. Do 
not delete, or merge, them.

• Join the sub-committee! The work is fun, rewarding, and great 
practice for the skills you’ll refresh today.



What is a graphic novel?

• A graphic novel is used in the library profession to describe an 
original book-length story, either fiction or nonfiction, published in 
comic book style or a collection of stories that have been published 
previously as individual comic books.

• Graphic novels are not a type of picture book; that is, they are not 
stories accompanied by illustrations that largely repeat the content of 
the written text. ... The graphic novel indeed includes pictures, but 
the images must be integrated with the text so that together they 
provide a narrative that is richer than either element can provide 
alone.

--from LC authority record



How is cataloging a graphic novel different 
from cataloging other kinds of print material?
• Much of the process of cataloging graphic novels is the same as the 

process for cataloging any print material.  However, some fields do 
require slightly different approaches for graphic novels. 

• We are going to talk about the fields in a bibliographic record that are 
specifically affected when cataloging a graphic novel.

• If we don’t mention a field, treat that field as you would for any print 
material.



Fixed fields:
mat type: h 

*Do not use ‘k’ (graphic material) or ‘a’ (print material)   

Marc leader: 
Bib level: m (monograph/item) 

*Do not use ‘s’ (serial)







008: 
illustr: a      
content:  6 (comics/graphic novels)

Language code: 041 1 
Many graphic novels, primarily manga, are in translation.  Use 041 1 
whenever you have a translated text.  First, enter the language your item is in 
and then use subfield |h to indicate the original language. 

https://www.loc.gov/marc/languages/language_code.html







 Author: 1XX
Many graphic novels have multiple authors/contributors.  
Use the 1st listed author in the 1XX field.  

List other contributors in 7XX fields.  

Who’s in charge around here, anyway?

Who is the author for this graphic novel?



For an adaptation, the adapter is considered the author.  

List the author of the original work in a 7XX field.

But shelve it wherever you want!

Who is the author of this graphic novel?



For every rule, there is an exception!

In translated works, particularly manga, you 
might see “English adaptation by…” on the 
verso.  This person is not the author.

Who is the author of this graphic novel?



Who is the author of this graphic novel?

Notice subfield |c !  Everyone 
on this title page is listed there.  



Librarians may not be royalty, but please, don’t forget our titles! 

This can be tricky to find, thanks to all 
that artistic, graphic novel-y stuff 
going on. 

Check:

-Title page

-Verso/Indicia

-Cover 

-Spine

If you find the title info 
on the cover or spine, 
include a note in a 500 
field saying “Title from 
cover” or “Title from 
spine.”

 Title Statement: 245



How to Build a Title Statement

For a stand-alone graphic novel:
Input the title statement as you would for any print 
item.

What is the title of this graphic novel?



The hunting accident :|ba true story of crime and poetry

How about this one?



For a graphic novel that is part of a series: 

Three things to look for:

Series title .|nVolume number ,|pSubtitle

You may not need all three parts of this formula, 
but these are the main elements you’ll use.

InuYasha .|nVol. 47

Subtitles are found on the title page or verso—not the back 
cover synopsis.

What is the title for this graphic novel?

n= number of part/section of a work
p= name of part/section of a work



Series title. |nVolume number, |pSubtitle

Batman.|nVol. 3 ,|pI am Bane

Here’s another:



One piece .|nVol. 46 ,|pAdventure on Ghost Island

And another:

Series title.|nVolume number,|pSubtitle



Let’s get fancy! 

Boruto :|bNaruto next generations .|nVolume 5 ,|pAo

Sometimes a series title may have a subtitle. 

Series title :|bSeries subtitle.|nVolume number, 
|pSubtitle

What is the title of this graphic novel?



Oh, Avatar!  Why?!  Just….why?!

Remember this basic formula?
Series title.|nVolume number,|pSubtitle

Well, the subfields can be re-arranged and/or repeated!

Avatar, the last airbender .|pThe rift .|nPart two

For instance, a graphic novel might have a series within a 
series.  The smaller series would be considered a part of a 
larger work, and would be recorded in a subfield p directly 
after the series title.
(Don’t confuse this with a series subtitle, which describes 
the overall series, not a smaller part of the overall series.)



Last example!

Black panther .|nBook 4 ,|pAvengers of the new world .|nPart 1



Alternate titles: 246
Add any possible alternate spellings or expressions of the title.  If there is a volume subtitle, always include 
that in a 246 field.

Physical descriptions: 3XX:
Include a 336 field for illustrations:







Series statements: 490/8XX
If the series title is in the 245 field, do not use the 490/8XX fields—they are redundant.  If the 
volume you are cataloging is part of an additional series, you may use these fields to record that 
series.  Don’t forget to use the authorized series tracing in the 8xx field.

Note fields: 5XX
There are a few note fields that are useful to include.

For manga, this note is useful for patrons:

Graphic novels are often compilations of individual issues of comic books. Include this information in a 500 note 
if you are able:

Some graphic novels will list a rating or target audience.  Add that in a 521 field:







Subject Tracings/Genre Headings: 6XX
Use form division |v Comic books, strips, etc.

Common genre headings:
655_7 Graphic novels.|2lcgft
655_7 Superhero comics.|2lcgft
655_7 Fantasy comics.|2lcgft
655_7 Science fiction comics.|2lcgft
655_7 Nonfiction comics.|2lcgft
For more options: 
https://www.loc.gov/aba/publications/FreeLCGFT/GENRE.pdf

Added Entries: 7XX
Graphic novels usually have several different contributors: authors, artists, cover artists, translators, etc.   List all the
contributors in a 7XX field.  Be sure to use the appropriate relator terms.
Commonly used relator terms: Illustrator, Artist, Colorist, Letterer, Translator
For more options: https://www.loc.gov/marc/relators/relaterm.html



Join us, friends!
If you are interested in putting your graphic noveling
skills to the test while also making the catalog look 
beautiful, join us on the One Book, One Bib project!

For more information, email Tyla or Lindsey at:
tschaefer@southportland.org
lryer@southportland.org

mailto:tschaefer@southportland.org
mailto:lryer@southportland.org

